Creating cleavage
Creating cleavage is simple and easy with our medical-grade BodyShape Tape™!

Without using tape, experiment in front of a mirror. Use your hands to move tissue to create the look you are seeking. Remove the protective liner. Apply half the length of tape to the area to be moved. Push tissue in place (do not pull using the tape). Once tissue is in place, attach. It is best to work with one breast at a time. If you have sensitive nipples, you may wish to avoid placing tape over them. Cover sensitive nipples with a small pad before adhering BodyShape Tape™.

SHAPING THIGHS, ARMS, ETC: Follow cleavage instructions. More than one piece may be needed for larger areas.

Repairing clothing
BodyShape Tape™ adheres to most materials. When using on plastic, vinyl or leather, check color fastness first.

Instant facelift
Apply to each side of neck and pull back until desired result is reached. It is best to apply tape in an area that will be hidden. Use with caution around eyes.
Removing BodyShape Tape™
Use a small amount of baby oil, or similar oil on the sticky side of BodyShape Tape™. Do not attempt to remove BodyShape Tape™ without a body oil.

Repairing breast forms
If silicone has leaked from forms, clean area around tear in breast form of all silicone. Wipe with alcohol. Cut a piece of tape that is about 1 inch longer on each end than the damaged area. Close tear and apply tape. Position over tear.

Important
BodyShape Tape™ cannot be repositioned and works best in shaved areas. Do not apply BodyShape Tape™ to genitalia.

In rare cases, users may have a reaction to the use of body adhesives. Should redness occur on your skin, discontinue use of tape until redness disappears. Should redness remain for an extended period, or reoccur with subsequent use of tape, discontinue use. If you have allergies to adhesives, it may be advisable to do a test with a very small amount of tape.